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Abstract – Wide-angle performance of the perfectly-
matched-layer absorbing boundary conditions for
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method
is investigated for efficient modeling of electrically
large structures. The original split-field, uniaxial and
convolutional perfectly-matched-layer formulations
are all optimized to produce near-flat absorption for
incidence angles up to 87 degrees. Optimized wide-angle
parameters are derived for both the standard FDTD
method and a high-order finite-volumes-based variant.
The investigated high-order algorithm in particular is
shown to produce improved wide-angle performance
over standard FDTD for all three perfectly-matched-layer
variants even when they are optimized for normal wave
incidence. In all cases, optimization is managed through
appropriate choices of modeling parameters which can
be directly and unobtrusively applied to existing FDTD
codes.

Keywords: FDTD methods, PML absorbing boundary
conditions, high-order methods, electrically large struc-
tures.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the recently mounting interest in Giga-Hertz and
Tera-Hertz communications systems and devices, model-
ing electrically large structures is fast becoming a pressing
need for designers and installers of those systems. The
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, especially
in its high-order forms [1–11], is capable of accurately
and efficiently modeling such large structures provided
that the various FDTD modeling tools are updated to
match their high accuracy [12–14]. One of those tools
is the ability to truncate unbounded spaces with efficient
absorbing boundary conditions. The current state of the art
in this area is Bérenger’s perfectly-matched-layer (PML)
which comes in several different implementations [15–
20]. Modeling electrically large problems presents a real
challenge in this regard due to the large interface areas be-
tween the modeled structure and its surrounding absorbing
layers. Such extended interfaces cause appreciably large
outgoing energies to impinge on absorbing layers at steep
angles where PML absorbing abilities quickly diminish
[21]. This problem is exacerbated with the relatively
coarse FDTD grids allowed by the high-order algorithms

and demanded by computational efficiency requirements
when modeling electrically large structures.

Several works investigated approaches to optimize
PML parameters for maximum wide-angle absorption
[22–26]. Most of these works were concerned with
achieving maximum absorption for the incidence angles
range of0 ≤ θ ≤ 75◦ (with θ = 0 representing normal
incidence). While this operating range is reasonably unre-
strictive when designing PML for electrically small FDTD
models, it is not sufficient for electrically large modeling
purposes. The moderately large two-dimensional build-
ing model investigated in [2], for example, had to be
increased in size three-fold to insure adherence to a75◦

incidence angle limit on all outgoing waves impinging
on the surrounding PML region. Clearly, extending the
PML operating range to near grazing incidence angles
is critical for efficient electrically large FDTD models.
One effort that pushed PML wide-angle functionality
beyond θ = 75◦ is the work of Kantartzis, Yioultsis,
Kosmanis and Tsiboukis [26] which introduced a non-
diagonally anisotropic PML where all nine dielectric ten-
sor’s elements are nonzero. This approach demonstrated
good wide-angle PML performance at the expense of
some mathematical complexity and added computational
overhead.

It will be demonstrated in this work that the three
major PML variants– the original split-field PML [15],
the uniaxial PML [17, 18] and the convolutional PML [19,
20]– are all capable of near-flat absorption response for
the incidence angles range of0 ≤ θ ≤ 87◦. This very use-
ful extended range will be realized through optimization
routines that utilize complete FDTD/PML codes as func-
tional arguments and PML parameters as optimization
variables. Furthermore, this wide-angle capability will be
demonstrated for both the standard FDTD method and
a recently-developed finite-volumes-based algorithm [11]
as a representative of high-order FDTD methods. Most
critically, this wide-angle functionality does not require
changes to existing FDTD/PML codes or result in added
computational overhead.

II. FDTD AND PML FORMULATIONS

The various simulations and optimization analysis in
this work will be based on the following FDTD and PML
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implementations, with theEx field update equations as
representative samples.

A. Split-Field PML Formulation

For this original PML formulation, theEx = Exy +
Exz update equation is given by [15],

Exy|
n+ 1

2 = e−σy∆t/ε Exy|
n− 1

2 +

1 − e−σy∆t/ε

σy
DyHz (1)

Exz|
n+ 1

2 = e−σz∆t/ε Exz|
n− 1

2 −

1 − e−σz∆t/ε

σz
DzHy, (2)

where the PML loss profile is coded by Holland’s ex-
ponential time-stepping formula [27]. For the standard
FDTD method, theDyHz andDzHy difference operators
refer to,
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where the non-staggeredi, j, k and n spatial and
temporal indices are omitted for cleaner notation. The
spatial difference operators for the high-order algorithm
are represented by [11],
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.

An explanation and derivation procedure for the
K tuning parameters in the above equations, which play
a key role in minimizing numerical dispersion errors, can
be found in [11].

Due to the extended reach of the high-order update
equations (up to±3h/2 from the updated field node), spe-
cial difference operators are required for the FDTD lay-
ers bordering the PML’s perfect-electric-conductor back-
planes [13]. For example, when theEx node is adjacent
to a planar conducting boundary normal to thex-axis, the
difference operators (5) and (6) reduce to,
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.

Readers are referred to [13] for more difference
operators adjustments that deal with other conductor
proximity situations as well as explanation of the above
K-parameters and their relations to those in equations (5)
and (6). Interested readers in the two-dimensional version
of this high-order algorithm [2] can find similar treatments
in [12].

B. Uniaxial and Convolutional PML Formulations

For these PML variants, Roden and Gedney’s update
equations will be used [20],

Ex|
n+ 1

2 = Ex|
n− 1

2 +
∆t

ε

[

DyHz/κy + ψy

−DzHy/κz − ψz

]

(9)

where the difference operators for both FDTD algorithms
are the same ones given in equations (3) and (6), and,

ψy = byψy|
n−1 + cyDyHz (10)

ψz = bzψz|
n−1 + czDzHy, (11)

with
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, (14)
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σz + κzaz
. (15)
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The above equations fully describe the convolutional
PML formulation, whereas the special case uniaxial PML
formulation is realized by settingκy,z = 1 anday,z = 0
[18].

C. PML Loss Profiles

The three PML parameters,σ, κ anda, will be coded
with the polynomial profiles,

σ(ρ) = σmax

(ρ

d

)nσ

(16)

κ(ρ) = 1 + (κmax− 1)
(ρ

d

)nκ

, (17)

a(ρ) = amax

(

d− ρ

d

)na

, (18)

where ρ is the incremental PML depth measured from
its interface with the scatterer region andd is the PML
thickness. PML optimization and performance will now
be decided based on proper choices of three parameters
(σmax, nσ andd) for the split-field and uniaxial PML and
seven parameters (σmax, nσ, κmax, nκ, amax, na andd) for
the convolutional PML. For the following analysis, one
deviation from the literature should be mentioned here.
The κ ≥ 1 constraint [20, 28] will be relaxed toκ ≥ 0.
This step will prove to be crucial for realizing optimum
wide-angle convolutional PML profiles as will become
obvious in Section IV.

III. PML OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

For each of the three PML variants, optimum pro-
files were determined using MATLAB’s FMINSEARCH
optimization routine. This routine was set up to minimize
an error quantity (Ψ) which is the maximum difference
of two Ez surface plots from two FDTD simulations;
one incorporating the PML formulation under study while
the other is a large reference three dimensional space
with matching FDTD parameters. The test domain is a
50× 50× 51-cell vacuum terminated by a 10-layer PML
(see Fig. 1). AnEz hard point-source [15] is introduced
at the center of the vacuum that is non-zero only for the
duration0 ≤ ωt ≤ 2π,

Ez =
1

32
[10 − 15 cos(ωt) + 6 cos(2ωt) − cos(3ωt)] .

(19)
The chosen first harmonic of this signal is 1 GHz

and the uniform FDTD grid size in all three dimensions
is set ash = λ/20 at this frequency. The time step is
set as the maximum allowed by each algorithm’s stability
criterion. The simulation time is chosen to be long enough
to allow appropriate interaction of the outgoing wave
with the PML interface, inner layers and backplanes;
100 and 110 times steps for standard and high-order
FDTD, respectively. For the standard FDTD simulations,
for instance, Fig. 2 shows that the lead propagating peak
reaches the PML interface at time stepn = 53. It also
reaches the backplane of the 10-layer PML atn = 74

Observation Plane

Radiating Source

θmax

AB

50 Cells

50

1–51

Fig. 1. PML test domain with the PML regions removed
for clarity. Observed reflections are mainly due to side
walls, except when thez-dimension approaches one cell
where steep reflections off the top and bottom walls
dominate. Radiating source and observation points A and
B are located at (25,25), (25,0) and (0,0), respectively,
within the observation plane.
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Fig. 2. Observed field values at locations A (solid) and
B (dashed) which verify sufficient wave interaction with
the PML layer for parameter optimization purposes.

and what is left of it re-enters the test domain atn = 95.
Once each simulation is completed,Ez data are collected
from the centralxy-plane (observation plane in Fig. 1)
and introduced to the optimization routine.

Most PML reflection errors observed from the above
experimental setup will be due to reflections correspond-
ing to incidence anglesθ ≤ θmax = π/2 within the
observation plane. Thisθmax value also holds for the
normal plane as all six PML interfaces are equidistant
from the centrally located point source. When thez-
dimension of the test vacuum is collapsed, however,θmax

that corresponds to the top and bottom PML interfaces
will start to increase beyondπ/4, reaching86.6◦ when
the test vacuum is collapsed to50 × 50 × 1 FDTD cells.
For the rest of this work,θmax will refer to this increasing
maximum incidence angle as the vaccuum’sz-dimension
is collapsed as illustrated in Fig. 1. This relatively rough
experimental setup is deliberately chosen as it closely
mimics real-world simulation challenges, especially when
modeling electrically large structures.
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In the following section, two sets of optimized PML
parameters will be derived for each combination of
FDTD algorithms and PML formulations; one set from
a 50× 50× 51-cell setup an another from a50× 50× 1-
cell setup that highlights the near-grazing angle wave
incidence challenge. To test each set of optimized PML
parameters, it will be inserted back in the test setup
and the error function defined earlier will be collected
from a series of simulations where thez-dimension is
collapsed incrementally, sweeping in the process the range
π/4 ≤ θmax ≤ 87◦.

IV. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS AND
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Table 1 summarizes the derived PML parameters
from the optimization process detailed in the previous
section for the standard and high-order FDTD algorithms.
Listing the PML parameters in the table to 4–5 significant
digits is necessary for optimum performance. For exam-
ple, the−175 dB reflection error increased by 5 dB when
the corresponding parameters were implemented with
only two significant digits. Furthermore, experimenting
with several sets of initial guesses was necessary to
achieve minimal reflection error levels, especially with
convolutional PML optimization runs.

Table 1. Optimized Split-field, Uniaxial and Convolu-
tional PML profiles for conventional and wide - angle
wave incidence on a 10-layer PML. (Units: S/m forσ
and dB for error functionΨ)

Standard FDTD High-Order FDTD

θmax 45◦ 87◦ 45◦ 87◦

σmax 0.6108 0.8051 0.8466 0.6469

S nσ 3.9849 5.5968 3.6958 5.4837

Ψ -158 -116 -157 -119

σmax 0.3532 0.4413 0.4526 0.4836

U nσ 3.1769 3.9540 3.2428 4.1050

Ψ -152 -128 -151 -127

σmax 0.3338 0.3226 0.5132 0.4288

nσ 4.1322 3.2352 3.3551 2.9732

κmax 0.3414 0.3207 0.4196 0.4699

C nκ 3.8151 4.7704 2.8402 3.6169

amax 0 0.0980 0 0.0822

na 1.0145 1.1934

Ψ -175 -148 -157 -147

A. Optimized PML Parameters atθmax = π/4

These parameters are most suitable for electrically
small problems where the bulk of outgoing energy can be
made to impinge on the surrounding PML regions within
the limits of θmax = π/4 without incurring significant

computational burden. We can deduce from tabel 1 that
for standard FDTD, split-field PML performs slightly
better than uniaxial PML (6 dB lower reflection) due to its
more favorableσmax andnσ combination. Both however
are vastly outperformed by convolutional PML with a
17 dB margin over split-field PML. The performance
of the optimized parameters for the high-order FDTD
algorithm mimicked those of standard FDTD for both
split-field and uniaxial PML formulations. Convolutional
PML, on the other hand, failed to match its excellent
performance with standard FDTD and managed only to
match split-field PML permanence which was the same
for both FDTD algorithms. It should be noted here that for
all cases in Table 1, the optimization process maintained
0.3 < κmax< 0.5 which justifies the slight deviation from
previous convolutional PML implementations mentioned
at the end of Section II.

Figure 3 charts the performance of the optimized
PML parameters atθmax = π/4 when the test domain’s
z-dimension is gradually collapsed, sweepingθmax from
π/4 to 87◦. Standard FDTD curves show that as the
incidence angle increases, the clear convolutional PML
advantage quickly diminishes and it slightly underper-
foms both split-field and uniaxial PML for the range
65◦ < θmax < 85◦. The high-order FDTD curves of
Fig. 3 demonstrate that the three PML variants achieve
better wide-angle performances as they stay below, say,
−140 dB up toθmax ≈ 80◦, compared to standard FDTD’s
θmax ≈ 75◦.

B. Optimized PML Parameters atθmax = 87◦

When the PML parameters were optimized at the
extreme incidence angleθmax = 87◦ to best accommodate
electrically large models, both standard and high-order
FDTD algorithms produced comparable performances
across each of the three PML variants as shown in Table 1.
On the other hand, there were clear differences among
the PML formulations, as uniaxial and convolutional PML
afforded roughly 10 dB and 30 dB lower reflection errors,
respectively, than split-field PML. As the incidence angle
is swept thoughπ/4 < θmax < 87◦ (see Fig. 4), all
three PML variants more or less maintained flat response.
The convolutional PML formulation in particular shows
superior extreme angle composure as well as lower overall
levels than the other two formulations for both FDTD
algorithms. While the reflection error levels in this figure
do not match those of Fig. 3, they do represent reliable
wide-angle PML performances. Depending on the prob-
lem under study, these error levels could be controlled by
varying the PML depthd and re-running the optimization
routine.

C. Frequency Response of Optimized PML Parameters

To verify that the optimized PML parameters are
insensitive to small frequency variations, the detailed
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Fig. 3. Comparative wide-angle performance of the three
PML formulations when optimized atθmax = π/4.
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Fig. 4. Comparative wide-angle performance of the three
PML formulations when optimized atθmax = 87◦.

experiment in Section III was repeated for convolu-
tional PML and standard FDTD with a unit impulse
source replacing equation (19) within a test domain sized
50 × 50 × 1. Two sets of optimized PML parameters,
at θmax = π/4, 87◦, were tested and compared in the
power spectral density plots of Fig. 5. (The 100-step time
series data were collected at points A and B, marked in
Fig. 1.) This comparison illustrates maintained minimal
reflection errors except at the frequency range where the
spatial grid becomes too coarse to support accurate FDTD
simulations. (It should be remembered here that the FDTD
grid was designed around 20 cells per wavelength at
1 GHz.)

In gerneral, however, PML parameters are frequency
dependent. For example, when the 3-harmonics source of
equation(19) was driven with a 60 GHz fundamental, the
optimization routine producedσmax = 38.6781 S/m and
nσ = 3.7181 at θmax = π/4 for the split-field PML and
standard FDTD, with the same−158 dB error level as in
Table 1.
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Fig. 5. Reflection errors’ frequency response of convolu-
tional PML with standard FDTD using normal-angle and
wide-angle PML parameters optimized atθmax = π/4 and
87◦, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

This work demonstrated that the three main PML
variants, Bérenger’s original split-field PML, the uniaxial
PML and the convolutional PML, are all capable of
good outgoing wave absorbing capabilities at near grazing
angles. This capability was tested in three-dimensional
simulations up to87◦ incidence angles. The developed
optimization process provided different sets of PML pa-
rameters depending on how wide an incidence angle is
anticipated. This wide-angle performance comes at the
expense of reduced absorption capabilities at near normal
wave incidence. However, the far more critical advantage
of this extreme wide-angle capability is the elimination
of the need for prohibitively large scatterer/PML buffer
zones when modeling electrically large structures.

Both low-order (standard) FDTD and a high-order
FDTD algorithm were tested and optimized for near-
normal and near-grazing PML performances. When both
were optimized for near-normal incidence angles, the
high-order FDTD algorithm demonstrated wider-angle
capabilities than standard FDTD, providing flat absorption
response across0 ≤ θ ≤ 80◦ compared to standard
FDTD’s 0 ≤ θ ≤ 75◦. Of the three PML variants, the
convolutional PML formulation demonstrated best wide-
angle capabilities. The optimized PML parameters in
this work, though frequency dependent in general, were
shown to be insensitive to small frequency variations.
Optimized PML parameters could be easily implemented
in existing FDTD codes with no code changes or added
computational burden.
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